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About
Asics is a leading  footwear and 
sports equipment brand focused on 
sports for wellbeing. The brand 
chose SimpliField to support its team 
in conveying its brand messaging 
and optimizing the customer 
experience in stores.

• + 150 stores across France
• End-users: Field Team of Trainers

The brand’s team of Trainers, managed by the Marketing 
Manager at headquarters, trains vendors across France on 
Asics’ products, messaging and merchandising 
implementation, and contributes to in-store events.

• Due to paperwork, trainers were wasting precious 
time in stores on value-adding activities, as there was 
no standardized format in place for reporting.

• To increase visibility on merchandising and 
compliance, the team was lacking a tool to include 
multimedia assets such as photos and videos.

• Data was not consolidated, and communications were 
too slow to make informed decisions needed to drive 
positive business outcomes at the store level.

However, with geographically separated 
members, the team’s legacy processes for 
communications and reporting was not 
optimized. It was both time-consuming and 
complex to centralize for HQ and Trainers.

“The SimpliField analytics tool is 
powerful. We know where to find 
information that is relevant to us. 
Information processing and 
distribution is facilitated and 
accelerated.”

Thibaut Guitton
Merchandising Coordinator

Asics x
SimpliField
Optimizing information-
sharing between HQ and 
Field Teams



Solutions
Communicate: SimpliField fostered collaboration in real-time across the organization with instant and 
two-way feedbacks, enabling decisions to happen quickly. HQ and Trainers could get a clear view of 
store and team compliance with documents, pictures and videos in one place.
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Operate: SimpliField empowers agile teamwork, performance and execution. With digital reporting, 
the Marketing Manager can organize team activities, assign and track follow-up actions and view 
results for every store to optimize time and resources – from launching new product assortments to 
competitive intelligence monitoring. Plus, issues on delivery delays, inconsistent branding and product 
redeployment can be addressed quickly.
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Analyze: SimpliField aligns everyone on actionable, meaningful data. Data is consolidated in Dashboards 
for metrics to be surfaced specifically for each role, giving a clear view to insights – from training 
performance to sales targets.
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Team efficiency increased by 40% 
as reaction time was reduced from 
5 days to 48 hours thanks to 
SimpliField.

Results
• Accurate, real-time tracking of daily activities and 

instant communications have improved operational 
marketing, sales and merchandising execution.

• Dashboards and the ability to include photos and 
videos have increased visibility over field operations 
and therefore decision-making.

• Field Team efficiency increased thanks to digital 
reporting on SimpliField: they can spend more time 
in stores to train vendors and deliver excellent 
customer experiences.

+40% 
Team Efficiency


